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Abstract—Mobile wireless ad hoc network (MANET) becomes
increasingly popular in responding to emergency situation. In this
paper a possibility to support rescue team in monitoring heavy
gas cloud with MANET comprised of mobile sensing devices is
investigated. In the view of the current state of research, two
methods for controlling mobile sensing devices during MANET
self-organization are presented. The first one is based on a greedy
approach whereas the second on a repulsion from the estimated
centroid of a cloud and other nodes. Various variants of both
methods are considered and their efficiency in terms of detection
quality and energy saving is evaluated with MobASim simulation
software. The results are discussed and one variant is chosen as
the basis for the future research.

I. I NTRODUCTION
LL over the world great amount of toxic substances is
transported and stored. Some of these substances after
release form clouds of gas heavier than air [1]. Despite
high safety standards severe accidents, in which dangerous
substance is released to the atmosphere, occur. Examples
of accidents involving heavy gas release include those with
chlorine [2], nitrogen dioxide [3] and sulfur dioxide [4]. Heavy
gas cloud can be created by natural reasons as well — in
1986 a massive, sudden release of carbon dioxide occured
from Lake Nyos, a volcanic crater lake, and as a result around
1700 people were killed [5]. Another source of the toxic gas
cloud can be military or terrorist attack [6], [7].
As heavy gas cloud is formed a rescue team has two goals:
evacuate endangered area and neutralize the cloud. In both
knowledge of position, boundary and direction of the cloud is
substantial as it supports rescue team in surrounding and then
suppressing the cloud, making decision which area to evacuate
first and identifying safe evacuation routes. Usually there is no
need for modeling exact concentration level of gas inside the
cloud.
Because of the negative buoyancy behavior of the heavy
gas cloud is different than the one showed by positively or
neutrally buoyant clouds. The main difference is gravitational
velocity field (gravitational slumping) which influences the
way cloud moves and changes its shape with time. Hence,
special group of mathematical models was developed to describe the dispersion of heavy gas in the atmospheric air
[8]. However, usage of these models to define boundary and
position of the cloud demands specifying values of many
parameters as direction and speed of wind, quantity of released
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gas, type of release (instantaneous or continuous), etc., which
are often unknown and/or variable. Most of the described
models assume obstacle-free, flat terrain; Even if obstacles
or topography of terrain is considered only simple scenarios
can be modeled. These issues create need for more universal,
environment independent methods for the cloud boundary
tracking in an unknown terrain.
In this work implementation of Mobile Ad Hoc Networks
(MANET) for supporting rescue team in emergency action is
proposed. MANET is comprised of wireless mobile devices,
which can dynamically and autonomously self-organize into
temporal networks to provide a discovering and tracking
boundaries of dynamic heavy gas cloud. The network adapts
to current conditions in deployment area by forming adequate
topology. Nodes communicate wirelessly to exchange their
knowledge about the environment.
The article is organized as follows. First, state of the current
research on applying MANET in emergency situations and
methods for boundary detection/tracking is presented. Then in
the section III problem is formulated. Next two simple distributed methods for boundary of heavy gas cloud discovering
and tracking are proposed. In the section V different variants
of these methods are evaluated and compared in terms of both
quality and energy efficiency. Finally, results are discussed and
future directions of work are briefly outlined.
II. R ELATED WORK
Contemporary lots of research focus on both using sensor
networks to support detection and response to emergency
situations and on detecting boundary of phenomena. Below the
most interesting works in these two fields are briefly presented.
MANET can be used in emergency situation to address
various issues. Usually as the result of natural disaster communication systems are down [9]. Thus MANET can be used
to establish new communication layer for rescue team [9],
[10]. In [11] system for firefighters that provides possibility to conduct audio and video conference during action is
described. Another communication network architecture is
presented and assessed for existing Telemedicine Service in
[12]. In [13] MANET is created to establish communication
with single robot that searches building in emergency scenario.
The comparison of the MANET based solution with the
static network in terms of throughput shows improvement
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if network’s topology does not change often, but decrease
otherwise. The influence of relay nodes placement on network
reliability, stability and availability is discussed in [14].
Another purpose of MANET can be supporting decision
making process of emergency team by providing important
data. In [15], network is created to serve as a communication
layer and collect medical data from remote sources about mass
casualty incidents, thus supports decision making. Similar scenario of MANET application is presented in [16] — locations
and current state of victims are monitored and provided to
rescue team. Another application of MANET is to support
evacuation of people from endangered area by providing an
appropriate evacuation route in real time [17], [18].
MANET can be also used in disaster detecting — methods
based on analyzing people behavior are proposed in [17], [19],
whereas distributed control system for maximizing the joint
detection probability of events in a given area is presented in
[20].
In the same time much effort has been spent on research
on detecting and tracking phenomena clouds — events characterized by nondeterministic, dynamic temporal variations
of cloud shape, size, speed, and direction of motion along
multiple axes [21]. The examples of phenomena cloud are oil
spills, movement of group of people and gas clouds. Most
interesting approaches are presented below, divided according
to the type of used devices — stationary and mobile (can move
autonomously).
A number of works on phenomena cloud detection with
stationary nodes exists. In [22] authors focus on meeting time
and accuracy constraints in a task of tracking phenomena. In
[23], scenario with nodes sparsely deployed in the area is
considered. In such situation collected data can be ambiguous in terms of number and shape of detected phenomena
clouds. To reconstruct contours method based on gradients of
concentration is designed.
Important issue in WSN networks is energy saving. In
[24], method for limiting power usage by selecting subset
of WSN nodes that are localized on the boundary of phenomena (representative nodes) and reducing size of messages
is proposed. Distributed boundary estimation strategy with
mechanisms for decreasing number of messages sent between
nodes, and adaptive turning off sensors, is described in [25].
In [21] authors propose several distributed methods and focus
on minimizing resource utilization by both reducing number of
active sensors and optimization of centralized query processor,
which gather information about cloud in real time. Energy
efficient algorithm for phenomena tracking for the case of void
area (area not covered by nodes) existence is presented in [26].
Interesting scenario is considered in [27] — sensors are carried
by people, thus nodes have no influence on their location, but
are mobile. Authors address their method for scenarios with
dense network, where lowering traffic is crucial aspect in terms
of energy efficiency.
As concluded in work on target tracking [28] use of mobile
devices can increase tracking performance significantly in
comparison with stationary network of the same number of
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devices. Hence, much research on applying mobile devices has
been conducted. Comprehensive survey on boundary estimation, covering and tracking with collaborative sensors can be
found in [29]. In the next few paragraphs the most important
approaches (including the newest research, not included in the
survey) are discussed. In some works instead of detecting
boundary more general task is considered – detection of
perimeter defined as curve of the given constant concentration.
Boundary can be seen as perimeter given by concentration
close to zero.
Tracking and exploring phenomena cloud with one device
is important issue in the first phase of detection, when phenomena cloud is sensed by one node only and other nodes
did not arrived yet to the area of interest. The decision about
the direction of movement can be based on trigonometric
reasoning [30] or gradient of concentration [31]. Additionally,
in [31] use of artificial neural networks for the nonholonomic
mobile robot to move in the designed direction is described.
In [32] multiple autonomous vehicles are used to estimate
boundary, however, with no cooperation between them. Authors focus on tracking algorithm, that enables each vehicle to
go along boundary based on it’s concentration measurements.
Measurement noise is addressed. Data gathered from all vehicles is used to estimate boundary. The tracking algorithm
was validated in static environment using testbed in [33].
The same algorithm was used in [34] to estimate phenomena
cloud boundary with single mobile node. Additional support
by WSN was introduced to correct mobile node’s movement
by predicting future center of the cloud.
Cooperation between robots can increase quality of cloud
boundary detection. In [35], algorithm for even robots placement on the boundary was proposed. The algorithm was
proved to converge in case of static boundaries and to be
efficient for slowly-moving boundaries. However, assumptions
that initial estimation of boundary is known to agents and each
agent is able to locally estimate the tangent and the curvature
of the boundary are needed. These assumptions are not valid
in the case of heavy gas cloud, because robot can measure gas
existence in one point only at the same time.
Another cooperation based method for placing evenly on
the boundary was introduced in [36]. Additionally, group
of mobile robots track perimeter of certain substance counterclockwise using camera. However, to uniformly distribute
around perimeter the desired separation distance need to be
set a priori.
An interesting method for the stationary environment, inspired by the active contour model used in the image segmentation field, was proposed in [37]. The approach is strictly
dependent on the concentration of substance — it is assumed
that lowest concentration is on the boundary and a gradient of concentration points to that boundary. Algorithm for
scattering devices evenly, based on pairwise repulsion force,
was additionally proposed. However, node needs to choose
between tracking boundary or scattering in every step. Similar
idea is presented in [38], where non-stationary environment is
considered. Again, assumption on concentration is needed.
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Another method based on concentration value is described
in [39]. Every sensor knows concentration in its location
and in its close neighbourhood. To reach the location with
the given concentration (concentration on the boundary) the
sensor decides in every step which neighbouring location move
to. Various strategies of taking decision were proposed and
examined in scenarios with linear and non-linear variations of
concentration.
In [40], group of unmanned underwater vehicles is used to
find and patrol underwater perimeter. Two methods for controlling movement of vehicles were proposed and compared.
The first one is based on aforementioned snake algorithm
(concentration based). The second models vehicles as a gas
of particles, which affects each other speed, similarly to the
one of the approaches presented in this paper. The authors conclude that free-concentration methods are better for tracking
underwater perimeter in real world scenarios.
Some research was conducted on using UAVs (unmanned
aerial vehicles) to detect and track the shape of an environmental boundary. In [41], authors propose the method
for calculating path of UAV that allows recognition of the
contaminant cloud’s shape. The approach was extended with
methods for predicting contaminant cloud’s shape [42] and
avoiding obstacles [43]. UAVs can also be used to track forest
fire boundary [44].
Interesting issue of the boundary detection is discussed in
[45]. Authors propose some algorithms for deciding when to
start spreading sensors (how far in advance before reaching the
boundary) to speed up converge. The algorithm is based on a
rate of concentration change, thus is not proper for situation
in which boundary is defined with small concentration value
(whole area where any gas exists should be classified as cloud
interior). However, the idea of early sensor spreading should
be addressed in our work in the future. Other drawbacks of
proposed spreading algorithm is its centralized nature and
assumption on obstacles free environment.
In the view of this brief review, MANET can be successfully
used in emergency situation. At the same time there is lack of
proper mobility control method for nodes for case of detecting
boundary of dense gas cloud. Most of above methods base on
concentration distribution, which is inadequate for scenarios
with dense gas dispersion, because of various reasons. Firstly,
heavy gas cloud has very dynamic internal changes. Secondly,
gas sensors sense gas in single point only at a time and
the sensory readings can be inaccurate. Additionally, even
slightly pleated area influences distribution of gas in the area lower concentration can be caused by existence of both cloud
boundary and hill. Hence, we propose two new methods for
real time estimation of area covered by heavy gas cloud with
MANET, based on binary information from sensors about gas
existence.
III. P ROBLEM D ESCRIPTION
The aim of the paper is to create a sensing network for
a heavy gas cloud detection in a two-dimensional workspace
W , and boundary tracking to estimate a size of this. In our
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investigation, a network is a physical system modeled as a set
of n unmanned vehicles or mobile robots Di , i = 1, . . . , n.
All these vehicles are equipped with radio transceivers and gas
sensors. All network nodes are solid bodies with an arbitrary
shape. In order to simplify the description of the system we
model each network node by a polygon with its reference point
ci = [xi , y i ], which is the location of the device (exactly its
antena). All vehicles are forced to move in advisable direction
with the speed v ∈ [vmin , vmax ].
In this work it is assumed that each pair of nodes Di and
Dj can communicate independently on the Euclidean distance
between these nodes (dij ), with use of external communication
system. In the future, local multi-hop communication between
each pair of nodes should be considered to enable deploying
the network in area with no external connectivity system.
The goal of both methods is to control direction and speed
of each node in such way, that would increase quality of
estimation of area covered by gas and decrease total distance
traveled by all nodes. The proposed methods are based on
PFM (Potential Function Mobility) model described in details
in [46]. In this model each node has single goal g defined with
target point in the workspace cig = [xig , ygi ] and its movement
is influenced by positions of other nodes and obstacles. The
PFM model combines concepts of an artificial potential fields
and particle-based mobility schemes. Each node is treated as
a self-driven particle moving from a high-value state to lowvalue state of artificial potential field. The artificial potential
function is constructed as a sum of repulsive and attractive
potentials. Its value depends on Euclidean distance between
a given node and all other nodes in the network, and the
distance to target position and obstacles in W . As in this work
obstacles-free environment is assumed each device Di has
to calculate its new position solving problem of minimizing
an artificial potential function U i (influence of obstacles is
omitted):

n
X
U i (ci ) = Ugi (ci ) +
min
Uji (ci )
i
c

j=1,j6=i

= ǫig

i
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dig
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+
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X
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i

ǫij
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−1
dij

!2 

(1)

,

where Ugi and Uji are potentials derived from g and Dj ,
respectively. ǫig ≥ 0 and ǫij ≥ 0 are weighting factors
determining the importance of, respectively, the goal g and the
device Dj . dig and dii are real Euclidean distances between ci
and respectively, cig and cij after a network transformation, and
i

i

dg and dj the reference distances between ci and respectively,
cig and cij . The reference distance is understood as the expected
distance between node and target or other node, accordingly.
The final network topology depends on choice of target
i
i
location (cig ), the values of the reference distances (dg , dj )
and weighting factors (ǫig , ǫij ). Hence, in the next section
two distinct methods for calculating these values in task of
estimating boundary of area covered by gas are presented.
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IV. M ETHODS
The detection of area covered by gas is divided into two
phases. In the first one, when only one node detects heavy
gas with sensor, the node has to track the cloud and broadcast
information about its position to others. All nodes that do not
sense gas are attracted by the point defined by the position of
the node that senses gas. Tracking phase last to the moment
in which at least one more node arrives to the area covered
by gas. Then, the boundary detection phase starts.
The algorithm for controlling node that senses gas in the
tracking phase is presented in Algorithm 1. The algorithm is
executed as only the node starts to sense gas. The idea of the
algorithm is to move inside the cloud as long as gas is sensed
(k steps), then when the cloud is lost return to the cloud by
taking opposite direction (k/2 steps) and choose new direction
randomly. In this phase ǫij = 0 (thus U i = Ugi ). Moving in
the given direction is achieved by adding attracting goal g in
an appropriate location cig with dig = 1. The advantage of this
algorithm is simplicity and power efficiency thanks to little
computation needed. More advanced approach, that does not
base on gas concentration as well, was presented in [30].
Algorithm 1 Algorithm for controlling node in tracking phase
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:

if moving then
continue moving in that direction
else
start moving in random direction
end if
while ( nodesSensingGas.length == 1 ) do
k := 0
while ( sensingGas ) do
continue moving in that direction
k=k+1
end while
start moving in the opposite direction
while ( not sensingGas ) do
continue moving in that direction
end while
k=k/2
while ( k >0 and sensingGas ) do
continue moving in that direction
k=k-1
end while
choose new direction randomly
end while

As at least two nodes sense gas the estimation area covered
by gas phase begins. Below two different approaches for implementation of this phase are proposed. Before the approaches
are described in details few remarks have to be made:
Remark 1. Binary sensory reading causes that all sensors
that do not sense gas in a given moment are treated the same
way, independently on how many steps have passed after last
positive sensory reading. Such simplification causes that much
of important information can be lost from the perspective

Fig. 1: Directions of movement considered by a node in the
greedy approach (kd = 8).
of rescue team. Hence, three different states of node are
introduced:
(a) sensing gas at time t
(b) not sensing gas at time t, but did sense gas at least once
in last h steps
(c) not sensing gas at time t, and did not sense gas in any of
last h steps
The boundary of the covered area is estimated as convex hull
of the set C + defined as the set of locations of all nodes in
state (a) or (b) with h = 2.
Remark 2. The term centroid will refer to the center of
the cloud cc , which is calculated as an arithmetic average of
positions of all nodes that sense gas:
P
i
i
+ c
.
(2)
cc = c ∈C
+
|C |
Remark 3. In both approaches the nodes that do not sense
gas are attracted by single goal located in centroid (cig = cc )
with reference distance dig = 1 and influence of other nodes
is omitted (ǫij = 0).
A. Greedy approach
In greedy approach every node in every time step chooses
one of kd directions to move. The decision is based on
localization of all other nodes that sense gas (C + ). The node
calculates the area of current cloud’s shape estimation (convex
hull of C + ), simulates the move in each of kd directions and
calculates the change of area after each move. In accordance
to greedy approach the direction that increases the area most is
chosen as a new direction of the node’s movement. However,
as decision is independent on the simultaneous decisions of
other nodes, it may occur that the chosen direction is not
optimal in the given situation. As in the exploration phase
moving in the chosen direction is achieved by adding attracting
goal g in an appropriate location cig with dig = 1. The example
of possible directions for kd = 8 is presented in Figure 1.
The above decision making process should be applied only
to the node Di which location ci is one of the vertices of
convex hull created by C + (lies on the estimated boundary).
The node that is inside the estimated boundary should move
towards one of the edges of approximated cloud’s shape. To
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Fig. 2: The target edges chosen by the node inside estimated
boundary according to the strategy: (a) — the longest, (b) —
the closest, (c) — the greatest relation of the length of the
edge to the distance to the edge.

improve uniform distribution of nodes on the boundary the
target g is located in the middle of the chosen edge. Three
strategies for choosing an edge were proposed (Fig. 2):
(a) the longest (to distribute nodes uniformly on the boundary);
(b) the closest (to limit energy consumption);
(c) with the greatest value of ratio length of the edge to
distance of the node to the middle of the edge (trade off
between energy consumption and uniform distribution).
When the node is on the boundary of the real cloud its
greedy decision to increase area of convex hull causes that
it escapes from the area covered by gas. Then it is attracted
by centroid and returns to the position on the boundary. Such
repeated behaviour causes that node pass considerable distance
within small area but do not improve quality of cloud detection
significantly. Hence, simple stabilization mechanism to limit
energy consumption is proposed. If the node senses gas in the
given time and was outside the cloud (did not sense gas) in
one of the last ks steps then it freezes (ǫig = 01 ). The higher
value of ks is the greater network stability is expected.
B. Centroid repulsion
The second, as well decentralized, method is based on idea
to repeal nodes that sense gas from the center of cloud to
keep track of changing cloud’s shape. To repel the node to the
boundary of cloud the goal g is localized in cc . The reference
distance of that goal dˆig is slightly greater than the greatest
distance between any of points from C + and cc :
dˆig = max
d(ci , cc ) + ǫ
i
+
c ∈C

(3)

where ǫ is slightly greater than zero and d(ci , cc ) is Euclidean
distance between two points ci and cc . The result of the
repulsion from the centroid is the node movement in direction
shown on Fig. 3.
Similarly to greedy approach, when the node is on the
boundary it is frequently being pushed out and drag into the
cloud. Hence, the aforementioned stabilization mechanism is
added also in this case.
1 It

is assumed that if U i = 0 than the node Di freezes.

Fig. 3: The force acting on the node in the centroid approach.
Red dot is the estimated centroid of the cloud, red arrow
represents the force.

Fig. 4: Distribution of nodes after 40 steps of exemplary
simulation if only goal localized in centroid is considered and
other nodes’ locations are ignored (i.e. ǫij = 0).

If the node location is not influenced by locations of other
nodes (i.e. ǫij = 0) then estimated area covered by gas is
strictly dependant on initial location of nodes. If the location
of nodes is similar, which is a frequent situation in real
life scenarios, the nodes are not uniformly distributed on the
boundary, thus much of dangerous area is not discovered
(Fig. 4). To uniformly distribute nodes on the boundary in
decentralized manner each node should repel from each node
that senses gas. Hence, ǫij should be greater than zero if node
Dj senses gas and the expected distance between node Di
and Dj (dji ) should be greater than current distance between
these nodes (dˆij ). As long dˆij − dji = ∆d = const (∆d > 0)
for each node Dj it can be observed that according to (1) the
closer the nodes are the bigger influence on each other they
have. Fig. 5 depicts forces acting on exemplary node from all
other nodes and the goal located in centroid, as all are treated
as potential sources.
Due to the introduction of stabilization mechanism the
question when ǫij > 0 arises. Four variants exist:
(i) only when repelling from centroid is considered (ǫig > 0);
(ii) only in stabilization phase — when repelling from centroid is deactivated (ǫig = 0);
(iii) always (independently on value of ǫig );
(iv) never.
It can be expected that the more often interaction between
nodes is taken into account the better shape of cloud will
be estimated. However, the consequence of often interaction
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Fig. 5: Forces acting on the node if repelling from other nodes
is considered. Red dot is the centroid of estimated cloud area,
red arrow is force resulting from repelling from the centroid
and blue arrows are forces resulting from repelling from other
nodes. Dark blue arrow is resultant force acting on the node.
between nodes will be increased energy consumption due to
longer distance traveled by nodes and more communication.
All variants, as well as other ideas presented in this section
for both greedy and centroid approach, were examined and the
results are presented below.
V. E XPERIMENTS
The experiments were conducted with MobASim platform
[47], which contains both PFM model and simple model of
heavy gas dispersion. The aim of the experiments was to verify
the quality of the proposed approaches and to adjust their
parameters according to the following criteria:
1) percent Ccov of the gas cloud covered by a MANET
covG
· 100%,
(4)
Ccov =
covGC
where Ccov is the percent of a surface of a gas cloud
detected by MANET, covGC denotes a surface of the
whole gas cloud, covG an area of a polygon with boundary discovered by all sensing devices.
2) total distance traveled by all nodes, which is the major
factor of the energy consumption.
Each experiment was composed of nine different (in terms
of wind velocity and cloud initial position) simulations in
which the MANET was used to detect area covered with gas
(Fig. 6). The variety of scenarios allowed for gathering results
independent on initial position of network relative to the cloud.
In each simulation the same configuration of environment
and gas (chlorine) are taken (Table I). In every experiment
each of the nodes used the same configuration of the method
in the process of network self-organization. The network is
composed of n = 10 nodes.
The result of each experiment are graphs of the above
criteria versus time (in each simulation t = 0 is the moment
of detecting the gas by at least one node).
A. Greedy approach
Firstly, the strategies for choosing target edge by node inside
the detected area were examined. The other parameters of this
method were set as follows: kd = 8 and ks = 4. The results are

Fig. 6: Initial topology of MANET and configurations of
clouds — initial position of cloud is marked with a black
cross and the velocity of wind with a red arrow. If one cross
is associated with two different arrows then it is two different
configurations (with the same initial position of the cloud).
TABLE I: Values of parameters of the chlorine gas cloud
simulation model [47].
Symbol
cc
|vc |
r
m0
ma
g
ρair
M
Mair
cp

Value
[200, 200]
1
10
2000
0
9.81
1.20
71
29
0.48

cair
p
u∗
∆H0
Tair
α

1.01
0.15
661
293.15
0.9

Units
[m,m]
m
s

m
kg
kg
m
s2
kg
3
m
g
mol
g
mol
kJ
kg∗K
kJ
kg∗K
m
s
kJ
kg

K
-

presented in Figure 7. As expected the quality of gas cloud
detection is directly proportional to the distance traveled by
nodes. Hence the choice of strategy depends on priorities in
concrete application — if the priority is quality of detection
than (a) strategy should be chosen and this strategy is chosen
for further considerations. Otherwise, if the energy efficiency
is critical aspect the (b) strategy is the most efficient choice.
The second parameter to adjust was the number of directions
considered by a node localized on the estimated boundary of
cloud, kd . The length of stabilization phase was set as before
to ks = 4. The obtained results (Fig. 8) for kd ∈ {4, 8, 16}
shows that influence of this parameter on the traveled distance
is minimal. However, greater number of considered directions
(8 and 16) increases quality of detection. Because of no
difference between results for kd = 8 and kd = 16, the kd = 8
is deemed as better as less computation is needed to take single
decision.
Finally length of stabilization phase (parameter ks ) was
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Fig. 7: Cloud detection quality and distance traveled if nodes
take decision with greedy approach configured with kd = 8
and ks = 4 and different strategies for choosing edge.

Fig. 8: Cloud detection quality and distance traveled if nodes
take decision with greedy approach configured with ks = 4,
choosing the longest edge and different values of kd .

considered. As Figure 9 depicts, the stabilization mechanism
has great influence on distance traveled — for ks = 4 the
increase of traveled distance is about 45%, whereas decrease
in quality of finally detected area covered by cloud is minimal.
This value is assumed to be the best in further considerations.
According to the results disabling stabilization mechanism can
be justified for cases when faster detection of covered area is
critical.
The result of deploying MANET composed of nodes taking
decision with greedy approach (ks = 4, kd = 8 and choosing
the middle of the longest edge) at the end of simulation is
presented on Figure 10.

The second experiment was conducted to examine the
influence of repelling nodes from each other. The results
of implementing aforementioned strategies (Fig. 12) indicate
significant improvement in cloud detection quality if repelling
is turned on (ǫij > 0). However, activating repelling from other
nodes in stabilization phase (strategies (ii) and (iii)) causes
serious increases of distance traveled by nodes. Hence strategy
(i) — repelling from other nodes only when repelling from
centroid is active (ǫig > 0) — can be deemed as conciliation
between energy and quality aspects. In the future the possibility of changing strategy during the network deployment to
increase quality of detection without significant increase of the
distance traveled should be examined.
In Figure 13 the topology of network created by nodes that
takes decisions according to centroid approach (ks = 4 and
repelling from others nodes only when repelling from centroid
is active - strategy (i)) is presented.

B. Centroid repulsion
Then centroid repulsion approach was examined. In the first
experiment the influence of stabilization mechanism and its
length (parameter ks ) was tested (Fig. 11), with ǫij = 0.
Significant influence of the stabilization mechanism on the
quality of cloud shape detection can be observed only in a
very beginning of simulation, when the cloud grows rapidly —
as expected the longer stabilization period is the smaller area
covered by gas is detected. Comparing the distance traveled
for different configurations it appears that ks > 4 does not
reduce the energy consumption enough to justify weaker cloud
detection. For ks = 4 the reduce of distance traveled is around
50% and this value is used in further considerations.

C. Comparison
The detection of the exact boundary of the cloud is impossible due to the limited number of nodes. Hence, it can
be assumed that both methods detects the area covered by
gas satisfactorily — the nodes are placed uniformly on the
boundary, thus detected area is close to the maximum. The
greedy approach performs slightly better in the middle phase
of the cloud detection (steps 15-60) in terms of detection
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Fig. 9: Cloud detection quality and distance traveled if nodes
take decision with greedy approach configured with kd = 8,
choosing the longest edge and different values of ks .

Fig. 10: Topology of MANET in the end of simulation —
greedy approach with kd = 8, choosing the longest edge
strategy and ks = 4.

quality (Fig. 14). In respect of energy saving there is no
significant difference between both methods.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
The application of MANET for detecting and tracking
cloud of heavy gas was proposed. Two decision-making
methods, based on greedy approach and centroid repulsion,
were proposed. Both methods proved to be satisfactory in
detecting and tracking gas cloud in a simple scenario. Different
configurations of methods where tested and compared to adjust
parameters values in order to decrease energy consumption and
increase quality of cloud’s shape detection.

Fig. 11: Cloud detection quality and distance traveled if
nodes take decision with centroid approach configured with
no repelling from other nodes and different values of ks .

We believe that method based on repulsion from centroid
should be used as the basis for future research as this method
allow straightforward integration with other decision modules
(e.g. module to avoid collisions or tracking the boundary),
especially if they are based on PFM model as well.
The future research should concentrate on few areas. Firstly,
more complex environment should be considered, e.g. with
obstacles, slopes and changing wind direction, to examine
method in the case of irregular cloud shape. The possibility
to dynamically adjust values of discussed parameters during
MANET deployment is also worth considering.
Secondly, scenarios without external communication system
should be considered. Thus, the method should be extended
with connectivity maintenance mechanism which would allow multi-hop communication between each pair of nodes.
As presented approaches create ring topology, which can
be ineffective and error prune in terms of communication,
creating some internal-cloud communication layer or network
clusterization should be investigated.
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